# Who

## Exploring the grey zones between ‘victim’ & ‘perpetrator’

- The victim who is killed/injured for being in the wrong place at the wrong time
- The victim who disappears
- The victim who is a witness/bystander

- The grey zone narratives of former combatants
- The grey zone narratives of relational/lateral acts of violence

## Choose collaborators in the site of intervention

By understanding the self perception of co-creators and spectators on the ‘victim’/’perpetrator’ continuum

By understanding others’ perception of co-creators and spectators on the ‘victim’/’perpetrator’ continuum

---

Articulating intention

Understanding the practitioner-researcher’s positioning to choose a site of intervention

Understanding the ‘victims’, ‘perpetrators’, and ‘grey zones’ in the chosen site of intervention

Using this understanding to choose co-creators & spectators